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Painting is by Elder Uncle John Kelly (Kempsey), completed in 2015 with the
Dalaigur children and staff



WELCOME TO
COUNTRY
BY AUNTY VICKY TAYLOR
 

COVER ARTWORK

Guyati, Garraka wa Witing

Talk, Mouth and Lips in Dunghutti.

Garraka can also be interpreted as mouth of our river (the Macleay River) which runs through our town (Kempsey).

The front cover painting is by elder Uncle John Kelly and was completed in 2015 with the Dalaigur children and staff.

The painting is called “The Long Journey” - meaning the collaboration of the children and educators through their education
and care with us at Dalaigur and how it will extend out to our community.
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MIYANGGAN DHANG (WHAT- BE YOU (ALL))

DHANGATTI GUTHUN BARRIR DHITIYN (DHANGATTI BELONG TO THIS COUNTRY)

NYINANHAMBU BITH, NYINANHAMBU WARRU WA BAKUL (OUR RIVERS, OUR PLAINS AND HILLS)

BANDAUUNGGAKYI MULUMUN.GU (FROM MOUNTAINS TO THE COAST)

DHANGATTI GUTHUN BARRI DHITIYN (DHANGATTI BELONG TO THIS COUNTRY)

DHANGGU BARRI DHITIYN (MINE THIS COUNTRY)

DHANANG, MARRUNGA BARRIYA DHITIYNDHA! (YOU (ALL) BE WELL COUNTRY-IN THI-IN)

MARRUNGBU (THANK YOU)
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THE PARTNERSHIP
 

ACHIEVEMENTS
 
At the time of this report, two speech students have
completed an 8-week placement at Dalaigur and Scribbly
Gum Dalai preschools, concluding in June 2021. At Dalaigar
and Scribbly Gum Dalai, staff identified 26 of the 62 children
enrolled (42%) as a priority for speech pathology services. Of
the children identified, eleven were targeted to receive
individual intervention from the SP students.

 

In October, two more students will undertake placement at
Dalaigur/Scribbly Gum Dalai preschools. This will total five
speech pathology students who will have undertaken
placement in Aboriginal early childhood services in 2021.

Pictured: Speech Pathology students on placement,
Finlay Heibuth and Anuja Mehta
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PURPOSE OF THE PROJECT
 
The partnership between Dalaigur and Scribbly Gum
Dalai Preschools, Gunawirra, The University of
Newcastle and The Vonwiller Foundation, aims to
utilise students in the final year of their degree to
address the current critical shortage of speech
pathology services in rural areas and provide
culturally safe and responsive speech pathology
directly to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
children. The project also aims to support Aboriginal
Speech Pathology (SP) students to progress through
the Bachelor of Speech Pathology (Hons) degree to
graduate and work as speech pathologists.

 

This pilot project will be rolled out at the Dalaigur
and Scribbly Gum Dalai Preschools, with a focus on
capacity building with staff and families to help
support the children’s learning. In 2021, four SP
students supervised by Clinical Educators will
complete their final year, 8-week placements at the
Dalaigur and Scribbly Gum Dalai preschools, and one
student will complete their final year placement at
Gunawirra.

 



SUMMARY OF
IMPACT
1.    HEARING ASSESSMENTS
 

The preschool organised Hearing Assessment Program –
Early Ears (HAPEE) run by Hearing Australia to assess the
children’s hearing. Hearing assessments were conducted
for all children during the placement. Two children
required further testing and will be re-tested by the
program in August, 2021. This indicates that the hearing
of all children at the preschool will be monitored
throughout  this year. So, children should not be
commencing school in 2022 with undiagnosed hearing
difficulties.

 

2.    SPEECH AND LANGUAGE ASSESSMENTS

The staff prioritised 11 children to have speech and
language assessments by the students on this current
placement. These children were prioritised because the
staff at the preschool were concerned that their
communication difficulties would impact on their
participation in social opportunities and learning
experiences. Staff prioritised children with the perceived
greatest need.  Each of these children had their
language screened and all required a comprehensive
speech and language assessment. The SP students
provided comprehensive assessments for nine of these
children and the remaining two children became eligible
for comprehensive assessments through Northcott (the
local National Disability Insurance Agency (NDIS) partner
in the community). The preschool has arranged to
continue this relationship with Northcott to provide
future supports under the NDIS funding scheme.

THE NINE CHILDREN WHO WERE ASSESSED
WERE DIAGNOSED WITH PREVIOUSLY
UNDETECTED MODERATE-SEVERE LANGUAGE
OR SPEECH SOUND DISORDERS:
 

All nine children were referred to the NDIS. The speech
pathology students wrote comprehensive reports for the
preschool to include in the children’s applications for NDIS
support.

Two children with mild-moderate developmental
language disorder.

•

One with moderate and one with moderate-severe
developmental language disorder.

•

Three with severe developmental language disorder.•
One with moderate phonological (speech sound)
disorder.

•

One with severe phonological (speech sound) disorder
 

•
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CONTINUED...
3.    INDIVIDUAL THERAPY SESSIONS
 

The two SP students each provided therapy to four children each week, often more than once per week in the form of
individual therapy sessions. An additional child was provided one individual session and is a priority for intervention during
the next student placement. Overall, the eight children targeted for therapy collectively received 40 individual sessions
during the placement.  

 

4.    GROUP THERAPY SESSIONS
 

In the second half of the placement, the students provided group therapy  sessions with three to four children in each
session, addressing language and pre-literacy skills. A total of fifteen group sessions provided therapy for 32 children in the
4 and 5 year old classrooms (Possums and Kangaroos), with some children attending more than one group. The focus of the
group sessions was on development of emergent literacy skills, such as phonological awareness and shared book reading,
with an aim to support and prepare these children for their transition to school next year. Staff reported the several benefits
of these groups;

 

5.    EDUCATOR TRAINING
 

The students created professional learning videos on Key Word Sign (KWS) which were uploaded to a private Facebook page
for the staff. This allowed staff to review  and learn the signs at a convenient time, separate to during the intense classroom
time when they are focusing on the children. This mode of education was suggested by the preschool director because it is in
keeping with how the preschool often provides learning / professional development experiences for staff. It is an informal
and familiar mode of interaction, so is readily accepted by staff.  The SP students also consulted the staff about the benefits
of a visual schedule and in response to the needs of each individual classroom they created customised visual schedules for
each room. Creating these schedules was time-intensive for the students and greatly appreciated by staff. The use of visual
schedules support structure in the classroom and enable children with additional needs to participate in the classroom
activities.

 

6.    FAMILY LIAISON
 

Although a project aim is to build the capacity of families, the focus in this initial phase was to build genuine and ongoing
relationships. As preschool staff have long-term relationships with the families, the SP students provided information to staff,
which staff then communicated to families. The balance between maintaining relationships and giving the SP students direct
experience with the families was explained by Aunty Debbie Swanson:

The SP students directly communicated with families through reports. They also provided posts on key word sign and
language intervention strategies on the preschool social media platform. The preschool staff commented that families saw
the SP students’ input and responded (e.g. liking social media posts).

Each child felt valued as they all had time with the students,•
The groups extended content from the classroom, helping children who had difficulties to gain more from these learning
opportunities

•

This allowed other children, who were not involved in groups, to receive  intensive support from preschool staff.•
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We have one parent, we had a meeting yesterday to try and get them onto the NDIS because Mum thinks the little boy has
autism, but there's a lot of trauma involved. It was actually one of (the student’s) focus kids and so she did the parent
report up for me. I was going to ask her to come into the meeting with me, but then I thought it might be too much for
Mum to have someone that she doesn't know in a meeting. But I used her report comments about what she's been
working with. Mum can see that this has happened, and this improvement and it's been really good feedback. And I said
“Are you happy for her to keep working with him?” and she said “Yes”. It was really nice.



PROGRAM
SATISFACTION
STAFF 
AUNTY DEBBIE SWANSON, UNCLE GRAHAM
TOOMEY, AND ANOTHER PRESCHOOL STAFF
MEMBER WERE INTERVIEWED TO PROVIDE
FEEDBACK ABOUT THE GUYATI, GARRAKA
WA WITING PILOT PROJECT.
All expressed high levels of satisfaction with the project,
commenting that SP students had fitted in well with the
team, and particularly valued the independence the SP
students displayed:

Aunty Debbie commented that SP students made
observations beyond their caseload:

Uncle Graham said the SP students were very
professional during the cultural training:

The preschool staff commented that the SP students
would ask them for information when needed. The
professional learning was valued by staff and easily
accessed on the Facebook page. Staff particularly
appreciated the creation of resources and running of
groups which reduced staff workload, giving them more
time to focus on the children.

The SP students were assessed against Speech
Pathology Australia standards and both passed their
final assessment displaying entry-level speech
pathology skills.

Pictured: Elder Uncle John Kelly and Auntie Debbie
Swanson
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The staff have just embraced them really embraced
them. Obviously, we struggle with so much stuff, so
we just take any anything we can get. They have just
fitted in beautifully. They've been really comfortable
to come and ask questions and they've been really
independent too (Aunty Debbie)

They’re telling me about other kids that are not in
their little focus groups that they're concerned about,
so that's been really good too. They've been noticing
what's been happening in the classrooms

They came across like professionals rather than
students. I was so impressed.



PROGRAM
SATISFACTION
STUDENT 
COMPETENCY AND SATISFACTION
 
The SP students rated the placement highly (see below)
and reported many skills they had learnt could be used
in other speech pathology settings:

The SP students identified numerous benefits of the
placement. The most frequently mentioned benefit was
independence and managing their own caseload. They
also reported improved skills in recording case histories,
administering assessments, language intervention and
running groups. The SP students reported limited
knowledge of the NDIS before the placement. During the
Guyati, Garraka wa Witing placement they learnt about
the scheme and how to write NDIS reports. The setting
and cultural training improved their confidence and
skills working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
children.

STUDENTS ALSO REPORTED IMPROVED
CONFIDENCE AND SKILLS WORKING IN A TEAM.
 
After the placement, both students were more likely to
actively seek employment with an Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander caseload (ratings of 5 and 4.5 out of 5). During
the interview the SP students expanded their thoughts about
working in the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
community.

  

The SP students felt they had good experience with
disability; however, they rated it slightly lower than other
areas (2.5 and 3.5 out of 5) as they were aware they had not
experienced the full diversity of a disability caseload.
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I feel like everyone in Australia needs to sit down with
someone like Uncle Graham and just talk. So, I feel
like it was super valuable (Student 2)

It’s given us a lot of experience. We are really grateful to
be here (Student 1)

 

I’m from Sydney. I would love to work at Gunawirra in
Sydney (Student 1)

 

I said 4.5 because as a person who is not Aboriginal, I feel
like that might be hard for me. But I really like, I was
thinking about it in the car, I really want to work with this
population, and I feel like it's super rewarding. That's the
only reason I didn't put a 5, because I don't know if that's
like right for me. I don't know if it's an OK thing to do
(Student 2)



MEDIA EXPOSURE
 
 
OPENING CEREMONY.
AS WELL AS REPRESENTATIVES FROM ALL PARTNERS, THIS CEREMONY ALSO ATTRACTED
ATTENDANCE FROM LOCAL MAYOR OF KEMPSEY, COMMUNITY MEMBERS, ELDERS, LOCAL SPEECH
PATHOLOGISTS AND VARIOUS REPRESENTATIVE FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE.

LOCAL KEMPSEY RADIO INTERVIEW AND BROADCAST ON TANK FM.

RECOGNITION OF THE PARTNERSHIP AND ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PROGRAM WAS HIGHLIGHTED
IN A KEYNOTE PRESENTATION AT SPEECH PATHOLOGY AUSTRALIA NATIONAL CONFERENCE, JUNE
2021.
 
GUNAWIRRA HAS CREATED A WEBPAGE SPECIFICALLY FOR THE GUYATI, GARRAKA WA WITING
PROJECT:

HTTPS://GUNAWIRRA.ORG.AU/CLINIC-ON-COUNTRY/
 
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEWCASTLE HAS A MEDIA STORY PROMOTING THE PROJECT:

HTTPS://WWW.NEWCASTLE.EDU.AU/NEWSROOM/COMMUNITY-AND-ALUMNI/UNIVERSITY-OF-
NEWCASTLE-PARTNERING-TO-CLOSE-THE-GAP
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https://gunawirra.org.au/clinic-on-country/
https://www.newcastle.edu.au/newsroom/community-and-alumni/university-of-newcastle-partnering-to-close-the-gap


RECOMMENDATIONS
SP Students and preschool staff reported that cultural training for the students was really helpful and would have been good
to include before placement commenced. Cultural training was delayed in semester 1 due to the impacts of Covid 19. The SP
students also requested additional education about the practical manifestations of trauma and strategies to manage these
behaviours.

 

The SP students also requested more in-person supervision from a speech pathologist experienced in complex paediatric
caseloads, recommending one day a week to maintain the balance between supervision and independence.

 

Uncle Graham Toomey recommended involving students in parent groups to train parents in communication techniques with 
the speech pathologist from Gunawirra who attends Dalaigur once a fortnight. He also commented that it was important to
get the community involved and, community events like parent groups were a good way to build community and identify
community leaders.

 

Preschool staff referred children they identified with speech and language difficulties. The SP students screened these
children and determined that each child required comprehensive speech and language assessments, indicating accurate
referrals. In future, it is recommended that the children do not have their speech and language skills screened but move
straight to a comprehensive assessment, as preschool staff are highly skilled at identifying children with communication
difficulties.

“This artwork celebrates and captures everyone's involvement in establishing the project in making it possible. It
also provides Gunawirra, Newcastle Uni with a strong connection to 'Country' (preschool country - Dunghutti), the
children, families and community.
The spirit of the artwork watches over the project and ensures its protected and nurtured along our journey.”
- Uncle Graham Toomey
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We got the articles about trauma and how that affects the development… in children. But it would've been good to have
just like a refresher. Maybe like a little package including those articles with a bit of information trauma informed care.
Because we do learn about that in class in subjects at uni, but it would have been good to have even some examples of
what you might see. Like you might see behaviour outbursts you might see some frustration you might see violence,
aggression. All those things are a little bit confronting. And while we had an idea, we didn't really know the extent of it
(Student 2)



OBJECTIVES FOR
THE PROGRAM
NEXT SIX MONTHS

 

 

 

 

 

  FUTURE OBJECTIVES

 

 

 

 

 

A second placement with two SP students at Dalaigur and Scribbly Gum Dalai preschools and one SP student at
Gunawirra in Sydney. These placements are scheduled to take place in October.

•

To run cultural training prior to placement for each student and Clinical Educators•

Continue to use the private Facebook page to educate staff and social media platforms to communicate with families. To
be led by the preschool staff for appropriate opportunities to build relationships with families over time, exploring any
opportunities for parent groups.

•

The University of Newcastle clinical educator to be on site / available one day per week.•

To potentially create a pathway for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students to work at Dalaigur•

Investigate opportunities to train members of the local community as allied health assistants. This is a longer term plan
for building capacity in the community and establishing sustainable supports for the children.

•

Develop a video of SP students on placement to promote speech pathology and build awareness about speech
pathology for Aboriginal children.

•

Investigate digital data collation options to record findings. This will facilitate project evaluation and planning.•

Facilitate wider media promotion of the program, so that other sites may make contact and become involved.•

• To extend and expand the program for a longer timeframe and to other locations, in consultation with Gunawirra•

To support Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students to graduate as speech pathologists and practice in community.•
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Report written by:
Dr Megan Barr, Dr Gwendalyn Webb and Associate Prof. Sally Hewat

 

With contributions from:  
Leanne Innes, Lenita Phillips, Aunty Debbie Swanson, Uncle Graham Toomey, Miriam Cavanagh and Dr Julie Vonwiller

 

ACRONYMS USED IN DOCUMENT

ACRONYM

SP Speech Pathology

HAPEE Hearing Assessment Program - Early Ears

NDIS National Disability Insurance Agency

SLCN Speech Language or Communication Needs

KWS Key Word Sign
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To learn more contact:

Gwendalyn Webb, Clinical Education Coordinator, E: gwendalyn.webb@newcastle.edu.au

Sally Hewat, Associate Professor, E: sally.hewat@newcastle.edu.au

Leanne Innes, Relationship Manager (Scholarships), T: +61 2 4921 5394, E: leanne.innes@newcastle.edu.au
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